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File preview

Version 1.1 (covering attacks at TH8 and below, plus GoWiPe)

to be updated once authors are less noobish



BASIC TRAINING:

After each two-day war, the clan with the most stars wins. Stars on the

easy bases count the same as stars on hard bases toward the team total.

Each participant receives a loot bonus for any base successfully

defeated. One-star, two-star, and three-star attacks return the same loot

bonus. The winning team receives a full bonus. The losing team receives

only 20% of the advertised bonus (40% for a tie).

Each participant has two attacks. You may only attack the same base

once, but the clan may launch any number of attacks against the same

base.

Clans wage wars in multiples of five. (E.g. 30 vs. 30; 15 vs. 15). If the

clan membership is not a multiple of five, then only the top members—

based on trophy count—will participate. (E.g. if a clan has 38 members,

then only the top 35 will go to war.)
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STRATEGY:

Clan-wide strategy determines whether we win glory and loot or deflate

like a sat-upon Whoopee cushion.

If you do nothing else, then please

communicate about who you should

attack, and how.



The game will provide you with a

“recommended” base to attack. This

recommendation should be ignored!



Beyond communication, the aspiration of all clan warriors is: attack the

most-difficult base you can three-star.

By attacking a base you can three-star, you will make sure the clan

benefits from your attacks (i.e. you put points on the board, and no one

needs to clean up your mess).

By attacking the most-difficult base in that range, you will do your best

not to steal targets from lower-level clan members.

Our most Nakid and fearsome warriors (top five or so) have a special

responsibility, because they can attack

bases that no one else can. Top

warriors often wait until late in the war

to see where their powerful attacks are

most needed. (And when they attack an

enemy fortress, they are not necessarily

aiming for three stars.)

Finally, make sure you are familiar with the Clan’s basic war rules!
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GIANT/DPS (TH5):

Anyone familiar with action/strategy RPGs will recognize this attack:

Step 1. Lure and kill enemy clan castle troops.

Step 2. Drop a meat-shield to attract enemy fire.

Step 3. Send in the high-DPS troops to blow shit up!

In this case the “meat-shield” is Giants. The DPS troops

will be Wizards or Archers (whichever are higher level).

The hardest part about attacking as a low-level TH5 is killing the highlevel troops in the enemy clan castle. Consider bringing a few

Barbarians or Archers to swarm them—or use an extra Giant to draw

their fire while you sweep them up.

At TH5 you receive one lightning spell.

It’s used most effectively on low-health

enemy CC troops (Archers,

Barbarians, Minions, wizards).

If the spell is unneeded for CC troops,

then drop it on a pesky mortar.



Choose your clan troops carefully:

high level hogs will carve through

enemy defenses and are usually the best

option. But some situations (such as a

valkyrie in the enemy clan castle) will

require you to bring other troops, like

Wizards.



Click to watch

a well-executed

TH5 attack:
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GIANT/HEALER (TH6):

This maneuver exploits the single air -defense in an enemy TH6.

It can be adapted to attack TH7s with two exposed ADs.

Step 1.

Step 2.

Step 3.

Step 4.

Step 5.



Lure and kill enemy clan castle troops.

Drop Giants near the enemy air defense.

Heal the Giants with a heal spell before the AD dies.

Drop Healers on the Giants after the AD dies.

Send in the high-DPS troops to blow shit up!



The primary concern with a Giant/Healer attack is that Healers are

vulnerable to air defenses. Giants can tank archer towers, Wizard

towers, and teslas—but air defenses

Make sure to deal with the enemy clan

cannot target Giants. Thus, a Healer

castle troops before you start you main

who wanders into an air defense radius

attack. Giants will not fight back!

is quickly destroyed.

Example army composition: 15 Giants, 1 Healer, 30 Archers, 8 Wallbreakers, 2 heal spells (variation: take a lightning instead of the second

heal spell to deal with clan castle troops).

Giant/Healer Guides:
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DRAGONS/LIGHTNING (TH7):

The classic TH7 attack uses mass Dragons to overpower defenses.

Step 1.

Step 2.

Step 3.

Step 4.



Pick your attack corridor (path of attack).

Use all three spells to destroy the far AD.

Drop two Dragons (or one Dragon and a Barbarian

King) on either side of the attack corridor.

Spread your remaining Dragons into the attack corridor.



Why Step 3? Dragons attack any building, so in order to send your

Dragons to the middle, you must pick off the buildings that could tempt

them to roam to the sides. Do not drop all Dragons in a single pack

without pathing support! Let’s see why:

In a poorly-constructed attack, Dragons will skirt the outside of the base!
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DRAGONS/LIGHTNING (CONT’D):

In a well-constructed attack, your support troops will take out buildings

on the side, creating a corridor for the Dragons to march (fly? flarch?) to

the central air defense, town hall, and other defenses.



Why Step 2 (destroy the far air defense)? Dropping your Dragons near

the closer air defense will destroy it quickly, minimizing damage to your

Dragons.

Why all this talk about air defenses? Only a handful of Dragons can

be deployed at a time. Thus, single-target damage (point defense) is the

only real defense against Dragons. Consider that at TH7:



190 DPS 48 DPS



20 DPS (ha!)



48 DPS



No dice! Dis ain’t ova
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DRAGONS/LIGHTNING (CONT’D):

Why not lure the enemy clan castle? Three reasons:

1. Dragons have enough health that enemy troops pose a relatively

small threat.

2. Dragons do splash damage, so they can

mow down groups of enemy troops

quickly, while still doing damage to

nearby buildings.



Even though enemy troops are usually

harmless, wizards can still cripple

Dragons if they’re lucky enough to

encounter a tightly-knit pack.



3. If the enemy castle is centralized, then troops running out will

create additional targets and can guide Dragons to the center.

Which clan troops should I take? Two time-honored combinations are

(1) an extra Dragon or (2) four Balloons. Or, if an air defense is near the

edge of the base, then you may be able to destroy it with clan castle

hogs!

Other thoughts on

Dragon pathing



Video of Dragons and

lightning on a TH8
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DRAGONS/RAGE (TH8):

TH8s have three air defenses. Apply your existing skillset and up the

ante by adding rage spells!

Step 1.

Step 2.

Step 3.

Step 4.



Pick your attack corridor.

Drop two Dragons (or a Barbarian King or other troops)

on either side of the attack corridor.

Spread your remaining Dragons into the attack corridor.

Rage your Dragons once under-fire from the air

defenses!



Video of a Dragon-rage attack!

Rage spells do not stack. If you can cover

the enemy air defenses with two rage

spells, then you probably will not need a

third.

Try experimenting with a heal as your

third spell. As always, drop your heal and

rage spells AHEAD of your troops to

maximize their time in the affected area.



When fighting an enemy with three internal air defenses, attack a side on

which your Dragons will reach two air defenses before the town hall.

Take out the heavy opposition early, and your Dragons will live longer.

Level 3 Dragons will do well against level 5

and below ADs. But with only three spells,

TH8s will struggle against level 6 ADs!
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